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A. POLICY 

 It is the policy of the Bend Fire Department (BFD) to develop a standard 
approach to size-up, using a standard information-management format, which 
identifies an incident’s major critical factors. All BFD resources responding to an 
incident will conduct a size-up of the incident prior to engaging in any hazard 
zone activity or deploying any resources. The size-up will involve the systematic, 
yet rapid and deliberate consideration of all the incident’s critical factors. 

B. PROCEDURE 

 This standard size-up approach must begin at the very start of every incident 
operation. This insures that we will develop a rational incident strategy and 
corresponding action plan based on the current and expected conditions.  

C. INSTRUCTION 

Matching standard conditions to standard actions 

 Standard conditions are identified as the incident’s Critical Factors. We must 
identify the incident’s critical factors before taking any action. Our initial size-up 
produces the information that is the basis for the incident strategy and the 
corresponding incident action plan (IAP). Investing a small amount of time 
evaluating the critical factors is extremely important to both beginning and on-
going command and operational success, as well as firefighter safety.  

 The current, accurate and relevant information which the IC obtains at the front 
end of the event will generally provide the informational foundation for effective 
initial and on-going action. This systematic evaluation process continually 
produces standard, safe, well-managed incident outcomes. 

Strategic Decision-Making Model 

 The strategic decision-making model gives the entire organization an 
evaluation/action system that takes the mystery out of initial emergency 
operations. This model conforms the decision-making process into a standard 
sequence: First we identify the incident’s significant critical factors, and then we 
base all actions on our evaluation of those factors. By continually evaluating 
those factors, we keep the plan current and the workers safe. 

Information Management 
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 Information must be quickly received, processed, interpreted and acted upon. In 
some case, certain factors can be observed from the command post, while 
others can only be determined from different locations inside and outside of the 
structure/incident area. 

 Obtaining critical information requires the IC to develop, refine and practice a 
standard system of incident-intelligence management that is applied to actual on-
line incident operations. 

 The IC uses a combination of the following four basic information forms to help 
manage and process information on the emergency scene: 

• Previous experience 

• Visual information 

• Reported Info/Reconnaissance 

• Pre-incident planning and familiarity 

Critical Factors 

 Virtually every incident factor has a related set of consequences ranging from 
minor to fatal. This is what makes critical factors critical. A major function of IC 
information management is to identify the factors with the most severe 
consequences and then concentrate on reducing, stabilizing, eliminating or 
avoiding the possible outcomes of those critical factors. This requires the IC to 
develop a standard approach of sorting and prioritizing critical factors. 

 The IC needs a simple system to deal with all basic incident information. Critical 
factors offer such a system. There 8 basic Critical Factor categories: 

• Building Type 

• Occupancy 

• Arrangement 

• Life safety 

• Fire 

• Resource 

• Action 

• Special circumstances 

Critical Factor Category – Building 

• Size—area and height 

• Interior arrangement/access (lobbies, stairs, halls, elevators) 

• Construction type—ability to resist fire effect 

• Age 
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• Condition—faults/weaknesses 

• Value 

• Interior compartmentation/separation 

• Interior arrangement / Basement profile 

• Vertical—horizontal openings, shafts, channels 

• Outside openings/access—doors and windows/degree of security 

• Utility characteristics (hazards/controls) 

• Concealed spaces/attack characteristics 

• Effect the fire has had on the structure (at this point) 

• Time projection on continuing fire effect on building 

• How much of the building is left to burn? 

Critical Factor Category – Occupancy 

• Specific occupancy Type—group (business, mercantile, public assembly, 
institutional, hazardous, industrial, storage, school) 

• Value characteristics associated with occupancy 

• Fire load (size, nature) 

• Status (open, closed, occupied, vacant, abandoned, under construction) 

• Occupancy—associated characteristics/hazards 

• Type of contents (based on occupancy) 

• Time—as it affects occupancy use 

• Property conservation profile/susceptibility of contents to damage/need for 
salvage 

Critical Factor Category – Arrangement 

• Access, arrangement, and distance of external exposures 

• Combustibility of exposures 

• Access, arrangement and nature of internal exposures 

• Severity and urgency of exposures (fire effect)  

• Value of exposures 

• Most dangerous direction—avenue of spread 

• Time estimate of fire effect on exposures (internal and external) 

• Barriers or obstruction to operations  
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• Capability/limitations on apparatus movement and use 

• Multiple buildings 

Critical Factor Category – Life Safety 

• Location of occupants (in relation to the fire) 

• Number of occupants 

• Condition of occupants (by virtue of fire exposure) 

• Incapacities of occupants 

• Commitment required for search and rescue (firefighters, equipment, and 
command) 

• Fire control required for search and rescue 

• EMS needs 

• Time estimate of fire effect on victims 

• Exposure/control of spectators 

• Hazards to fire personnel 

• Access rescue forces have to victims  

• Characteristics of escape routes/avenues of escape (type, safety, fire 
conditions, etc.) 

Critical Factor Category – Fire 

• Size 

• Extent (percent of structure involved) 

• Location 

• Stage (inception to flashover) 

• Direction of travel (most dangerous) 

• Avenue of travel 

• Time of involvement 

• Type and amount of material involved—
structure/interior/finish/contents/everything 

• Product of combustion (smoke, heat, flame, gas, etc.) 

• What is perimeter of fire? 

• How widespread is the fire area? 

• Fire access—ability to operate directly on fire 
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Critical Factor Category – Resources 

• Staffing and equipment on scene 

• Staffing and equipment responding 

• Staffing and equipment available in reserve  

• Estimate of response time for personnel and equipment 

• Condition of responders and equipment 

• Capability and willingness of personnel 

• Ability of responders to fit into an IMS 

• Number and location of hydrants 

• Supplemental water sources 

• Adequacy of water supply 

• Built-in private fire protection (sprinkler, standpipe, alarms, protected 
spaces, smoke removal, etc.) 

Critical Factor Category – Action 

• Effect current action is having 

• Things that need to be done 

• Stage of operation (rescue, fire control, property conservation, customer 
stabilization) 

• Effect of the command function—is command established and working? 

• Is there an effective organization?  

• Has the IC forecasted effectively? 

• Is the incident in the proper Strategy with the corresponding IAP? 

• Tactical priority questions: Are victims okay? Is fire out? Is loss stopped? 

• What is the worst thing that can happen? 

• Are operating positions effective? 

• Are there enough resources? (Personnel, apparatus/equipment, 
logistics/support, command, water, SCBA air) 

• Are troops operating safely? 

• Is there a safety plan/organization (On-Deck, tactical supervision, etc.) in 
place that can react in case someone gets in to trouble? 

• Situation status: from out of, to under control 

Critical Factor Category – Special Circumstances 
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• Time of day/night 

• Day of week 

• Season 

• Special hazards by virtue of holidays and special events 

• Weather (wind, rain, snow, heat, cold, humidity, visibility) 

• Social unrest (riots, terrorism, etc.) 

Managing Critical Factors 

 The incident critical factors are the basic items an IC must consider when 
evaluating tactical situations. They constitute a checklist of major elements 
associated with size-up, decision-making, initiating operations, and review and 
revision. It is important for the entire team to agree upon what the critical incident 
factors are, as well as the standard organizational reaction to those factors.  

 The effective IC does not stick with the initial plan of action after conditions 
change—for better or for worse. Successful incident operations require the IC to 
revise the IAP as needed by constantly reconsidering the incident’s major critical 
factors based on feedback from the information forms. 

D. INITIAL RADIO REPORT 

 Begin & control communications upon arrival with a standard Initial Radio Report 
(IRR)  

 The initial IC begins the command, control and communication process with an 
IRR. This report provides dispatch, as well as everyone else responding to the 
scene, with a size-up of conditions seen from the initial command position.  

 The IRR is not an affidavit of absolute accuracy; it is just a quick snapshot of the 
incident that provides a “word picture” of what the IC can see from the command 
position when arriving first to the incident. 

 The IRR must include the following reporting elements: 

• Announce arrival on the scene 

• Building/area description 

• Describe the problem 

• Action being taken – Initial I.A.P. 

• Declaration of the strategy 

• Resource determination 

• Assuming and naming of command 

E. FOLLOW-UP REPORTS 
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 The initial radio report is usually performed from the front seat of an Engine. 
Once the report has been given and the alarm room acknowledges that report 
(using the order model), the company officer of the unit will be out of the cab and 
has started to go to work. 

 Follow-up reports make the IRR a little shorter and they give the initial IC a little 
bit more time to size-up the situation. The follow-up report will probably be the 
last radio transmission a fast attacking IC gives before entering the hazard zone. 
This report gives the IC a “last chance” to give clear, concise information before 
they don full PPE and enter the hazard zone. 

 Follow-Up Reports should include the following information: 

• 360 complete or not complete 

• Basement or no basement 

• Any immediate safety concerns 

• Any changes to the initial IAP 

• Accountability location 

Sample IRR: 

• “321 is on-scene of a small, one story house with a working interior fire.  
321 has secured its own water supply and is stretching an attack line for 
primary search and fire control.  We are in the offensive strategy.  
Continue the assignment.  Establishing Fresno Command.” 

Sample Follow-up report: 

• “Dispatch from Fresno Command with a follow-up report.”           

• “Go ahead” (from dispatch) 

• “360 is complete, there is no basement.  No changes to the IAP.  
Accountability is with 321 on Alpha.” 

 

 


